
 

Oxygen Plus Puts Purity And Sustainability At The Forefront Of Recreational Oxygen 

MINNEAPOLIS, MN, October 21, 2019 – With a growing number of health-conscious 

consumers seeking wellness brands promoting purity and sustainability, Oxygen Plus (O+) is 

proud to have led the charge since its inception in 2003. The pioneer of recreational oxygen in a 

can, and creator of America’s first lightweight, portable oxygen canisters, Oxygen Plus provides 

the nutrient’s all-natural wellness benefits in attractive, handheld, recyclable canisters that 

dispense oxygen on-demand with the push of a button. The oxygen is gently inhaled through 

the nose or mouth, and delivered through the lungs into the bloodstream to boost oxygen levels 

that may have been depleted from the strains of modern life, which can include stress, travel, 

exercise, alcohol, inactivity and pollution. With a well-established list of science-backed, holistic 

benefits, including improved physical performance (Sperlich et al., 2011), increased mental 

focus (Moss et. al., 1998) and enhanced cognitive functions (Scholey et. al., 1999), topping off 

depleted oxygen levels with Oxygen Plus helps active, wellness-minded consumers quickly get 

back to optimal levels. People can now benefit from the functional properties of oxygen – while 

toting a pure, high-quality and environmentally-thoughtful product in hand. 

The full suite of the company’s products is unique in North America, and perhaps the world, 

because Oxygen Plus products are manufactured in a clean room at a FDA-registered facility. 

Sourced from 99.5% Aviator Breathing Oxygen (ABO) – the same oxygen pilots breathe on 

airplanes (FAA, 2019) – Oxygen Plus contains pure, scent-free oxygen. The ABO source 

oxygen found in Oxygen Plus’s “Pure Recreational Oxygen” products (which is ~97% when 

inhaled) is directly transferred or “trans-filled” into its aluminum canisters in a clean room using 

highly-controlled processes similar to those of medical devices and pharmaceutical 

manufacturing. Also, because they are flavor- and scent-free, breathing Oxygen Plus products 

do not have the risk of potentially dangerous aromas or additives – a major concern with vaping 

and vape pens recently covered in the news for their harmful side effects. 

In addition to offering the highest standards of quality and purity, Oxygen Plus is committed to 

the environment, donating a dollar amount for every canister sold toward causes that are 

solving the air pollution crisis. Headquartered in the heartland of the Midwest in Edina, 

Minnesota, Oxygen Plus products are quality-controlled, filled and assembled in the U.S.A. Two 

of its products – the O+ Biggi and the O-Stick, which is part of the O+ Elevate Pack – are 
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sourced and 100 percent made in the U.S.A. The majority of the company’s product 

components are sourced from North or South America, with a minority originating from Italy. For 

quality, durability and safety, all Oxygen Plus canisters are made of pure aluminum, which are 

100 percent recyclable after use. 

 “As an entrepreneur and former marriage and family therapist, I know our physical health and 

our environment can greatly impact numerous facets of everyday life,” said Christine Warren, 

Founder and President of Oxygen Plus. “It’s important that the tools in our wellness routine – 

and how they are made – are not only beneficial, but are inherently wholesome in their makeup, 

function and approach. This is why we place purity and sustainability at the core of everything 

we do at Oxygen Plus.” 

The brand’s signature O+ Mini, O+ Skinni, O+ Biggi and O+ Elevate Pack offer consumers a 

convenient, side-effect-free source of energy and recovery for optimal health and wellness. All 

natural, with no calories, no carbs and no crash, Oxygen Plus products may be purchased 

online at oxygenplus.com, Amazon.com and at select retailers. For more information on Oxygen 

Plus, please visit oxygenplus.com. 
 


